Class Notes
Class: VII

Topic: Multiple choice questions on
Literature and a complaint letter

Subject: English

A.Choose the correct option amongst the options given for following questions:1. When we run, our joints_______________
A. supple
B. stiff
C. tough
D. feeble
2. Children play sports ____________________
A. because they want monotony
B. because they do not like to study
C. because they derive joy from it
D. to become lethargic
3. The author of the text on ‘Sports and Fitness’ is _________________
A. Dr. Sumanth Raman
B. Dr. Kalam
C. Mr. Sanjay Vadgaokar
D. Mr. R. K Narayan
4. The little fellow considers his idol to be ______________________
A. filled with pride
B. snobbish
C. stubborn
D. wisest among all the wise people
5. What does the poet mean by saying ‘hold’ in the 4 th stanza?
A. Beware
B. Attention please
C. Not only that
D. Prepare
6. ‘Setting an example’ at the fag end of the poem (6th stanza)
means______________
A. To say and do something in an exemplary manner
B. To remain uninfluential
C. To pursue other people to do hardships
D. To behave as a saint who renounces everything

7. Foyot’s was an expensive restaurant and was often visited by
_________________
A. French senators
B. German senators
C. Irish senators
D. Australian senators
8. ‘A happy smile ‘was found on the face of the waiter
because_________________
A. he wasn’t able to serve asparagus
B. he had some giant asparagus to serve
C. he had some delicious French toasts to serve them
D. he was able to fetch some fresh fruit juices
9. The antonym of the word ‘vindictive’ is__________________
A. Forgiving
B. Avenging
C. Revengeful
D. Merciless

Complaint Letter: B. Write a letter to the municipal commissioner complaining about the dirt and filth
laying around in your colony.

Absolutely prepared at home.

